Identification of risk factors for treatment failure of closed reduction and abduction bracing after first-time total hip arthroplasty dislocation
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Abstract

Introduction: After a first-time total hip arthroplasty (THA) dislocation, a closed reduction followed by partial immobilization in an abduction brace is the recommended therapy. Despite modern abduction braces the success rate of conservative therapy is limited and evidence is scarce. The aim of this study was to identify risk factors for failure of conservative treatment after THA dislocation.

Material and methods: Eighty-seven patients, with conservative treatment of a first-time dislocation of a primary or revision THA, were included in this retrospective cohort study. Success was defined as a stable THA for a minimum of six months. Re-dislocation, open reduction or revision was defined as failure. The following risk factors were analyzed: gender, age, body mass index (BMI), ASA (American Society of Anesthesiologists) score, time of dislocation, head size, cup orientation, leg length, center of rotation and offset.

Results: Sixty-seven percent of all patients experienced a re-dislocation, despite standardized conservative therapy. A BMI ≥ 25, early THA dislocation, and low cup anteversion were associated with a statistically significantly higher risk for re-dislocation. None of the other risk-factors achieved statistical significance. A multifactorial risk-factor analysis was performed to assess whether a cup position outside of Lewinnek’s safe zone in combination with gender, BMI and time to dislocation showed statistical significance for re-dislocation. Both BMI ≥ 25 and early dislocation showed a statistically higher failure rate. Cup position and gender were not significant.

Conclusions: BMI ≥ 25, early THA dislocation and low cup anteversion were identified as significant risk factors for failure of conservative treatment with an abduction brace for first-time THA dislocation.
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Introduction

Dislocation is one of the most common complications after total hip arthroplasty (THA), with a reported incidence of 1–3%, and is one of the leading reasons for revision [1–3]. The recommended treatment for first-time dislocation, after exclusion of a periprosthetic fracture, component malalignment or joint infection, is a closed reduction [4]. Following a successful reduction, an abduction brace is prescribed to limit hip flexion and prevent adduction. This restriction is continued for a minimum of six weeks by most surgeons [5, 6]. However, the evidence
for abduction braces is very scarce with only a few published studies available [4–7].

Total hip arthroplasty dislocation is a multifactorial event and many patient-specific risk factors for THA dislocation, such as gender, body mass index (BMI), age, ASA (American Society of Anesthesiologists) score, time of dislocation and previous surgery, have been identified [1, 8–10]. In addition, multiple surgery-specific risk factors, such as surgical approach, head size, cup orientation, offset and leg length have also been documented [1, 11, 12]. Despite this multitude of influencing factors, the recommended conservative treatment remains identical for all patients. Furthermore, it is currently unclear how cup position and the patient-specific risk factors influence the success of conservative treatment after first-time THA dislocation.

Historically, the most important radiological criterion for the assessment of THA stability has been Lewinnek’s safe zone [12–16]. However, the efficacy of dislocation prevention of a cup positioned within Lewinnek’s safe zone has been questioned in recent studies, since no significant correlation could be found between a cup position within Lewinnek’s safe zone and the risk of THA dislocation [2, 17]. Additionally to Lewinnek’s safe zone, other factors influencing THA stability, such as the concept of combined anteversion, or spine-pelvic alignment, have been described [18–20].

It was the primary aim of this study to identify risk factors for failure of conservative treatment after first-time THA dislocation. The secondary aim was to investigate whether a cup position within Lewinnek’s safe zone predicted successful conservative treatment after THA dislocation.

Material and methods

One hundred and twenty-seven patients who received conservative treatment for a first-time dislocation of a primary or revision THA at our department between 2007 and 2011 were identified by our institutional database and included in this retrospective cohort study. Prior to commencement the study was approved by our local ethics committee (Nr. EA1/045/16). All patients were referred to our tertiary care center for treatment of their primary THA dislocation.

Inclusion criteria were a primary dislocation of either a primary or revision THA, performed with an anterolateral or direct lateral approach, followed by standardized conservative treatment, consisting of an abduction brace, limiting hip flexion to 90° and preventing adduction. The abduction brace was obligatory for 24 hours per day for a total of six weeks. All patients obligatorily received an AP pelvic radiograph after reposition.

Exclusion criteria were open reposition (n = 2), THA revision surgery for any reason after dislocation (n = 23), non-THA components, or components with a reduced risk of dislocation, such as hemiarthroplasty, dual mobility cups or hip resurfacing (n = 15) or direct anterior or posterolateral surgical approaches. Deviation from the previously defined standardized conservative treatment, e.g. spica casts, was also excluded. After application of the exclusion criteria 87 patients, 33 primary THAs and 54 revision THAs, were included in the current study (Figure 1).

A radiological assessment and chart review were performed for each patient. Study endpoints were successful treatment defined as a stable THA, in the absence of recurrent dislocation, for a minimum duration of six months or treatment failure defined as re-dislocation, open reduction or other revision for any reason. The minimum follow-up was six months and the average follow-up in our cohort was 28 months (range 6–58 months).

The following patient-specific risk factors were investigated, gender, age, BMI (< 25), ASA score, time of dislocation (cutoff between early and late dislocation, 90 days after surgery) and primary or revision surgery. The investigated surgery-specific risk factors included head size, cup inclination, cup anteversion, cup position in relation to Lewinnek’s safe zone, as well as the correct reconstruction of leg length, center of rotation and
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offset. All patient-specific risk factors as well as the head size were acquired from the patient’s charts. All of the other surgery-specific risk factors were calculated from the AP pelvic radiographs taken after closed reduction of the THA. A multi-factorial analysis of the radiological cup position, in reference to Lewinnek’s safe zone, in combination with the patient-specific risk factors, BMI, gender and time of dislocation was also performed.

The demographics, as well as the patient- and surgery-specific risk factors, are displayed in Table I.

Cup anteversion and inclination were measured from AP pelvic radiographs according to the method first described by Bachhal et al. [21] (Figure 2). The AP pelvic radiographs were also used to measure hip offset, horizontal and vertical center of rotation as well as the leg length in a previously published manner [22, 23] (Figures 3–5). All radiological measurements were performed by one of the authors (G.K.) using digital templating software (TraumaCad, Brainlab AG, Munich Germany).

Statistical significance was defined as $p < 0.05$ and calculated for all patient- and surgery-related risk factors using the $\chi^2$ and Mann-Whitney $U$ test.

**Results**

Sixty-seven percent of all patients ($n = 58$) experienced a re-dislocation in our cohort, despite a standardized conservative treatment.

The results for the statistical analysis of the patient- and surgery-specific risk factors are displayed in Table II. From the patient-specific risk factors BMI, time to dislocation, and cup anteversion showed statistical significance regarding the re-dislocation rate. In addition, the time to dislocation also showed statistical significance in a subgroup analysis of all primary THAs. None of the other patient- or surgery-specific risk factors analyzed achieved statistical significance.

It is worth noting that a high cup anteversion showed a positive effect regarding the success of conservative therapy. The average cup anteversion was 20° for the group with successful therapy and 14° for the group with re-dislocations.

In addition to the surgery-specific risk factors displayed in Table II, the correct reconstruction of the center of rotation, leg length and offset were ana-

**Table I.** Demographic information, as well as the individual patient- and surgery-specific risk factors for the entire, primary-total hip arthroplasty (THA) and revision-THA cohorts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Entire cohort</th>
<th>Primary THA</th>
<th>Revision THA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient-specific risk factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age [years]</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>36–98</td>
<td>68.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI [kg/m²]</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>17.1–478</td>
<td>26.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASA score</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1–4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early dislocation [days]</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>3–83</td>
<td>19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late dislocation [years]</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>0.3–30.0</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Surgery-specific risk factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cup inclination [°]</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>12.3–73.3</td>
<td>46.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cup anteversion [°]</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>0.0–45.0</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head size [mm]</td>
<td>Size (n =)</td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>Size (n =)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>(8)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>(28)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>(7)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Radiological measurement of cup anteversion
Figure 3. Radiological measurement of cup inclination and leg length

Figure 4. Radiological measurement of femoral and acetabular hip offset

Figure 5. Radiological measurement of vertical and horizontal reconstruction of the center of rotation
None of these factors achieved statistical significance in our patient cohort. Additionally, the number of previous revision procedures performed did not show statistical significance regarding the rate of re-dislocation within the revision THA patient cohort.

To better visualize the influence of cup positioning in regard to Lewinnek’s safe zone, the values for cup anteversion and inclination are displayed in Figure 6.

Since the outliers outside of Lewinnek’s safe zone are the patients at high risk for recurrent dislocation, the absolute numbers of outliers for the group with successful and failed conservative therapy were compared for statistical significance. In the patient group with treatment failure, 59% (27 of 46) of all patients represented outliers outside of Lewinnek’s safe zone. In the patient group with successful conservative treatment, 58% (14 of 24) of patients were outliers regarding cup positioning. This difference in the number of outliers between groups was not statistically significant (p = 0.98).

The multi-factorial analysis of BMI and cup position, within Lewinnek’s safe zone, showed statistical significance. From all patients with a cup position outside of Lewinnek’s safe zone, there was a significantly higher failure rate (p = 0.03).
of the conservative treatment in overweight patients (BMI ≥ 25) (n = 19) than in non-overweight patients (BMI < 25) (n = 8). Additionally, the multi-factorial analysis of time to dislocation and cup position also showed statistical significance. From all patients with a cup position outside of Lewinnek’s safe zone, there was a significantly higher failure rate (p = 0.03) of the conservative treatment in patients with an early dislocation (≤ 40 days) (n = 11) than in patients with a late dislocation (> 40 days) (n = 17). The multi-factorial analysis of cup position and gender did not show statistical significance (p = 0.49).

Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate the risk factors for failure of conservative treatment, using an abduction brace, after first-time THA dislocation. Despite the lack of evidence regarding treatment efficacy, and high re-dislocation rates, a closed reduction followed by partial immobilization in an abduction brace for six weeks remains a cornerstone of conservative therapy [5, 6, 24]. DeWal et al. reported a re-dislocation rate of 61%, despite the use of an abduction brace, and could not show a significant reduction in the re-dislocation rate through the use of an abduction brace in either first-time THA dislocation or cases of recurrent dislocation [5]. This high rate of recurrent dislocation is in agreement with the results of our current study [5].

A second factor influencing the success of conservative treatment with an abduction brace is the duration of brace wear. The traditional duration of brace wear is six weeks, although some authors recommend an extended duration of 12 weeks [6, 25]. However, neither Brennan et al., with a brace duration of six weeks, nor Murray et al., with a brace duration of twelve weeks, found a statistically significant benefit of abduction bracing in regard to avoiding THA re-dislocation [6, 25].

One of the clinically most important factors for evaluation of THA stability is a cup position within Lewinnek’s safe zone [12]. However, recent studies have questioned the efficacy of dislocation prevention through a cup position within Lewinnek’s safe zone [2, 17]. While these data should not be interpreted that a cup position outside of Lewinnek’s safe zone does not represent a risk factor for dislocation, the studies do allow the conclusion that a cup positioned within Lewinnek’s safe zone does not guarantee THA stability. Abdel et al. demonstrated that a cup positioning within Lewinnek’s safe zone is not a predictor for avoiding dislocation, when a posterolateral approach is used [17]. In a subgroup analysis of patients with an anterolateral approach, the authors found patients with a cup anteversion of ≤ 10° to have a higher incidence of dislocation. They postulated that defining a new “safe zone” with more anteversion for the anterolateral approach might aid in preventing dislocation. As shown in Figure 5, the simple hypothesis of defining a new “safe zone” based on cup position alone cannot be supported by our results, as there was no difference in the number of outliers or cup position between the two patient groups in our current study. This is in line with the results of Esposito et al., who could not find a “safe zone” for cup positioning in regard to THA dislocation [2]. However, there was a trend toward fewer dislocations in the zone of 48° ±10° inclination and 24° ±10° anteversion, suggesting that a higher value for cup anteversion than the traditional value 15° ±10° of anteversion suggested by Lewinnek can be protective in regard to THA dislocation [2, 12]. Our results confirm this trend, as we found that a higher value for cup anteversion is a statistically significant factor in predicting successful conservative treatment after first time THA dislocation.

The fact that the traditional values of cup anteversion introduced by Lewinnek et al. might be underestimated is also supported by the CT-based investigation of 336 native acetabula by Tohtz et al. [26]. The average values for acetabular anteversion were 25° for female hips and 21° for male hips [26]. Both of these values show that a higher target value for cup anteversion, than the traditional 15° suggested by Lewinnek, would represent an acetabular reconstruction closer to the anatomical norm. Currently, the recommendations for a “safe zone” in cup positioning are independent of the utilized approach. A more differentiated consideration of cup positioning, dependent on the utilized approach, might lead to a further improvement in reducing the rate of THA dislocation.

The following risk factors were identified as significant for the failure of conservative treatment in the current study: an early dislocation, BMI < 25 and a low cup anteversion. An early dislocation, within the first 6 postoperative weeks, also represents a known risk factor for recurrent dislocations [27, 28]. In the early postoperative phase, there is insufficient scar formation and consolidation of the soft tissues, both of which decrease joint stability. This is especially significant when a minimally invasive anterolateral approach is used, as was the case in our cohort, since a complete capsular resection is often performed in this approach to facilitate femoral exposure [29, 30]. This factor might not be as important in cases with a posterior approach, since it has been shown that a capsular repair decreases the incidence of THA dislocation [31, 32]. The overall
lower dislocation rate after primary THA utilizing an anterolateral approach, in direct comparison to the posterior approach, might also explain why no statistical significance was achieved when comparing the different head sizes within our patient collective.

It is well documented that overweight patients are at a higher risk for THA dislocation, because of extraarticular fatty tissue acting as a fulcrum and increasing the risk of soft tissue impingement [33, 34]. The mechanisms that lead to this increased risk of THA dislocation are the same as those that lead to recurrent dislocation, despite the use of an abduction brace. While an abduction brace can limit an active adduction of the leg, it cannot prevent the lateralization moment of the proximal femur induced by the soft tissue of the thighs [9]. This study is the first to show that a BMI > 25 is also a significant factor for failure of conservative treatment after THA dislocation.

The limitations of our current study are mostly due to the retrospective study design and the low incidence of dislocation after primary THA, performed through a lateral or anterolateral approach, which resulted in a long inclusion period to acquire a sufficient patient collective. Since this study was performed at a tertiary referral hospital, a significant percentage of patients had their surgical procedures performed at other hospitals. This led to a large number of surgeons and a very heterogeneous patient collective, albeit one that is very representative of the clinical routine. Additionally, patients treated with a posterior approach were not represented in this study. Also, due to the retrospective nature of our study it was not possible to assess the direction of THA dislocation, so an analysis of the mechanism of dislocation and the direction of dislocation could not be performed. CT data were also not available from all patients included in the study, so an assessment of the combined anteversion of the THAs was not possible.

Our results suggest that the success rate of conservative treatment might improve if future patients are preselected prior to initiation of conservative therapy. Appropriate selection criteria for patients with a high risk of failure of conservative treatment are cup outliers outside of Lewinnek’s safe zone, patients with an increased BMI and early dislocation. Future prospective studies should be performed to investigate whether patient selection actually results in an increased success rate of conservative therapy. Additionally, the results of this study can help to better educate patients about their individual risk factors regarding the failure of conservative treatment as well as the overall success rate of conservative treatment after first-time THA dislocation. This can help to improve the patient’s acceptance and compliance regarding wearing the abduction brace, as well as to curb exaggerated expectations regarding the success rate of conservative treatment.

Proper patient selection, with the risk factors identified in this study, close patient guidance and a detailed diagnostic algorithm to identify the cause of THA instability remain essential for successful conservative treatment as the management of THA instability remains a challenge.
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